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Year two beat you!
On Wednesday 23rd of January, some children

As a result of winning, the team have brought back a

in Year 2 travelled to Brentford Leisure Centre

shiny, new trophy to be displayed in the trophy cabi-

to compete for fame and glory in the name of

net. This trophy hasn’t been won by children from

Grove Park Primary School. It was a great event

Grove Park Primary School in 8 whole years!

and the children enjoyed it thoroughly. Mr Rick,
their amazing coach, supported them along the

“We are so pleased to have such a wonderful trophy

way.

on display” remarked Mr Jones, “The team did fantastically well and demonstrated the TREE values

The fantastic team included Bob, Sonny, Alba,

throughout the entirety of the competition. We are all

Emmy, Maddy, Theo, Jae, Julia, Wilf, Chloe and

really proud of them.”

Helena. Mr Rick stated that, “The team were
absolutely fantastic, they all had a really positive

Miss Taylor announced she was ‘So amazed’ when

attitude which allowed them to win!”

she found out that the team had won. “I am immensely proud of every member of the team and I

The team competed against a whopping 43 dif-

am looking forward to their next achievements in

ferent schools including Beavers Primary School,

sport!” she exclaimed.

Green School for Girls, Blue School, Strand on
Written by Sara Jabbouri and Emma Andre

the Green and St. Mary’s Primary School.
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Respect oneself with Mental health
Alicia, a Year 4 student, said: “My absolute favourite
part was learning about what goes into a healthy
meal.”

From the 4th to the 8th of January, Grove Park
Primary School devoted a week to learning all
about the importance of mental (and physical)
health. Classes throughout the school learnt about
the topic of being healthy inside and out, and understood the importance of respecting your mind
and body. Children completed various activities on
the concept; learning about mental illnesses and
different forms of bullying.

In Year 3, students learnt about how the brain works.
Additionally, they watched a short clip from the movie ‘Inside Out’ and discussed how to recognise their
feelings and the different sections of the brain. As the
clip featured a control panel, Year 3 had a go at
making their own. Different buttons had a solution to
negative feelings. For example, if you are feeling sad,
you press a button that displays something that
makes you happy, like a rainbow or a kind friend.

At the top of the school, Year 6 juggled not only
mental health week, but their Mini Mock SATS. In
the morning, all of Oak and Elder completed tests,
however they were able to relax during the afternoons, taking part in activities such as: debates, art
and healthy smoothie making. Everyone completed
some amazing motivational art in the style of Charlie Mackesy, using a calligraphy style of writingwith some great inspirational quotes - accompanied
by beautiful sketches. They debated on several matters including whether or not certain behaviours
were forms of bullying and how we should be treating our bodies.

In conclusion, everyone immensely enjoyed Mental
Health Week and all the students learned a lot about
respecting your physical and mental health. All the
year groups left this week with an abundance of helpful and important knowledge and a positive attitude.
Thank you to all the staff who made this amazing
week happen!
Written by Molly Sorensen and Ben Fassnidge

Year 5 made a marvellous comic strip to learn how
to deal with feelings and ask for help. They also
learnt that if you don’t deal with small problems,
they can turn into big ones. The comic strip featured a person (made with a thumbprint) that experiences some negative feelings, but when they ask
for help, the situation improves. Everyone in that
year group immensely enjoyed Mental Health Week!

The competition consisted of a total of eight races and as each race ended, it was clear that

Grove Park were stiff competition for the other
schools.
The events certainly weren’t easy! However, the
team refused to be daunted by the competition
and cruised into 1st place. A student in the race
remarked, “It has been a honour to race and
compete against other schools.”

The amazing team.
Newspaper Editor - Miss Leatherland
Journalists - Ben Fassnidge, Maya Khan, Martin Shojaei, Alistair Hilhorst, Joanna Webber, Nella Frackowiak, Emma
Andre, Molly Sorensen, Jacopo Varbanov and Sara Jabbouri
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Year Four Birch giving and receiving compliments
during Mental Health Week.

Year 4 learned about the importance of a healthy
diet, completing an activity on the five main food
groups. They filled out a pie chart of the different
properties of what you eat and how vegetables
should take up more of your meals than fats and
oils. The children also discussed how it is important
to stay active and exercise 3 times a day. As for the
mental health side of things, Year 4 learnt how important it is to respect your mind, and then proceeded to make a piece of art on how they would
cheer themselves up if they were feeling sad.

Year Four Pine and Year Two Cedar doing some yoga during
their reading buddies slot!
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Mr Jones’

reading festival

Termly bulletin

receives rave

Read about Mr
Jones’ favourite
moments from
the term in his
very own column.

Well what a spectacular term we
have had! I can hardly believe it’s
nearly the Easter holidays!!!! We
have enjoyed some really exciting
events… one of my favourites has
been the Bedtime Books, it was such
a fun evening and I know all the
children in Reception, Year 1 and 2
really enjoyed coming to school in
their pyjamas and sharing their favourite books.
The Reading Festival was a great
success and I had such a lovely time
reading all the amazing short stories
– we have some very talented writers at Grove Park! The costumes for
World Book Day were incredibly creative, there were Gangster Grannies,
Peter Rabbits and an array of book
characters around the school. Alas,
nobody guessed my costume……. Rupert the Bear! It was a sweet moment in assembly when we guessed
Mr Rick and Mrs McGregor’s baby
Frank’s favourite book!
It has been wonderful watching the
fantastic assemblies, the Ancient
Greeks Assembly and Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory; I was so
proud of the classes.

reviews
On the 6th and 11th March two amazing authors, Abi Elphinstone
and Mini Grey, visited Grove Park Primary School as part of Book
Week. Mini Grey has famously written and illustrated many books
including ‘Traction Man’, ‘The Pea and the Princess’ and ‘Biscuit
Bear’. Abi Elphinstone is the author of the fantastic ‘Dream Snatcher’,
‘The Shadow Keeper’ and ‘The Night Spinner’.
Abi Elphinstone visited Key Stage Two and led an assembly all about
her amazing life and adventures. Abi Elphinstone’s latest book, ‘Ever
Dark’, was bought by nearly everyone in KS2 using a World Book
Day token. One of the hilarious stories recounted in the assembly
described her visit to Mongolia where she entered a hut and saw a
small child wrestling a cat! Abi later featured this girl (Angela) in her
book, ‘Sky Song’.

During the week, Year Six’s theme was ‘Words To Live By’. The children wrote poems inspired by the famous poem ‘Desiderata’ by Max
Ehrmann and ‘If’ by Rudyard Kipling. The poems feature life lessons
that are pertinent to the Year Six’s transition to secondary school in
Summer.
Year Five were busy creating a concertina book based on the Highwayman by Alfred Noyes. They used straws to blow ink to give the
effect of trees in a gloomy, ghostly forest. In addition, they rewrote
the famous stanzas using their own wonderful description and figurative language. Mr Charlesworth remarked that “The children did a
great job!”.
As part of Reading Week, Year 4 have been focussing on Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’. As such, the children have
designed pop-up books portraying a famous scene where the fairy
Queen falls in love with Nick Bottom, who has a donkey’s head. The
children also took part in a drama lesson where they portrayed the
naughty, mischievous fairy, Puck.

Fun in the fire
station

Stories from the
Staffroom!

On January 10th and 11th, Reception travelled to the
local Chiswick Fire Station to learn about the fire fighters as part of their ‘People Who Help Us’ topic. During
the trip, the children met the fire fighters, used the
hose and received goody bags!
The day began with the classes walking carefully to the
fire station: their journey took approximately 30
minutes. When they arrived, the firemen showed the
children the fire engines and reversed the vehicles with
the sirens on. “The sirens were so noisy, it hurt my
ears!” remarked a child in Reception Willow.
Then, the kind fire fighters set out some orange cones
and the children in Reception Chestnut and Willow
were able to shoot them down using the high-pressured
hose! Luca stated that knocking down the cones was
his “favourite bit”.
After this, the fire fighters went swiftly down the pole.
A child in Reception Chestnut exclaimed, “It was great
seeing the fireman go down the pole, they went so
quickly!”

Funny and entertaining stories from staff!!
Written by Nella Frackowiak and Jacopo Varbanov
Classroom Calamity
Late workers better watch out! On the 5th February
2019, a bustling and busy Year 6 teacher, Miss Irwin,
got a little bit too carried away whilst marking comprehension papers. She finally checked the time and noticed
how late it was -19:45! Swiftly, she fled from the silent
classroom in such a hurry, not noticing she was alone in
the building, and consequently set off the burglar alarm.
Of course, this shocked all members of SLT as they all
received emergency messages. Poor Miss Davies had to
dash away at top speed from the comfort of her homeand save the terrified teacher!
Information given by Miss Irwin

The Dozing Debacle
Not long ago on PGL, the 1st to the 5th of October, a
sleepy catastrophe occurred during the early hours of

We interviewed Chestnut class teacher, Mr Dawson,
who said, “A friendly fireman showed us around the
station, he even showed us inside the fire engine!” We
also interviewed Miss Bruce (Reception Willow’s class
teacher) and she told us, “It was a brilliant first school
trip and all the children were extremely well behaved!”

children to take care of, one of our Grove Park teachers

Written by Maya Khan and Joanna Webber

much longer nap then expected!

the day. After four action- packed days with over 60
ended up dozing off! Miss Arnaouti, whilst waiting for
the Year 6 children to line up, couldn’t resist closing her
eyes for just a few seconds, and she ended up taking a
Information given by Miss Arnaouti

The Cake Conundrum
Miss Bruce came to school with a fancy and delicious

Written by Martin Shojaei and Alistair Hilhorst

slice of cake, wrapped it up in foil and placed it carefully in the back of the fridge. A while later, an unsuspect-

One of the best bits of the term for
me though was Mrs Willis’ news
that she is going to be a mum,
which is the most special news.

ing Mr. Charlesworth went to clean out the fridge and

Abi Elphinstone putting an
authentic Mongolian hat
onto Sebby in Year 3 Hazel.

Have a super Easter and don’t eat
too many eggs!!!!

suddenly spotted the foil. Thinking it was rubbish, he
picked it up and threw it in the bin! Miss Bruce then
spent the next hour searching in vain for her cake!
Information given by Miss Bruce.

Children in Reception trying on the firefighters’ helmets.
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